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Abstract. The risk pre-control of heavy haul railways is a collaborative scenario with multi-department linkage and the risk analysis model relies on
multiple data sources. As a tool for knowledge formal modeling, Ontology and
knowledge graph can achieve knowledge discovery, reasoning and decision
support based on multi-dimensional heterogeneous data. This paper restores
unusual context with participant behavior data as the core, establishes a basic
Scenario-Risk-Accident Chain (SRAC) ontology framework. Under collaborative relationships formed by reasoning rules between context and risk, this paper
establishes evolution mechanism of SRAC to introduce new knowledge, such as
knowledge extracted from device detection data. New entities are added to the
risk concept tree through semantic similarity algorithms. In addition, researchers
added weight attribute to the risk ontology. With quantitative representation of
risk concepts, this paper uses risk relevance mining to establish associatedsubgraphs, establishes a new method for potential accident level assessment
through maximum flow search mechanism.
Keywords: Ontology evolution  Risk knowledge reasoning
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1 Introduction
The train operation safety of heavy haul railways, as a systematic project, comprehensively consider the transportation organization, vehicle operating characteristics,
signal system, personnel behavior and other factors to analyze the cause mechanism of
the accident. Under the collaboration system of railway safety impact factors, both
Analysis of Heterogeneous Knowledge and Knowledge Reasoning Ability should be
involved in the risk analysis model. For the analysis of heterogeneous knowledge, for
instance, some major accidents are caused by human factors, e.g. personal skills. If the

risk analysis model comprehensively analyzes the personnel behavior data and
equipment operation data such as line orbit, the analysis conclusions about the accident
cause mechanism are possible to mine implicit information: the combined effect of
personal skill negligence and line aging makes the accident escalate, resulting in more
serious consequences. The multi-dimensional analysis helps to advise on the later risk
control and prevention in different aspects such as personnel management and equipment maintenance. That is, the decision support under multiple data sources can extract
more implicit information than the model with single data source output. For knowledge reasoning, the risk analysis model should establish conceptual mapping and
knowledge graphs within heterogeneous knowledge. For example, the aging of line on
equipment layer can often infer that the security supervision mechanism on the management layer is not perfect, so the knowledge in management domain can be mapped
with the knowledge in equipment domain. Based on concept mapping, this knowledge
network structure makes the multi-data source not only a simple combination, but also
it makes that the internal logic inside the knowledge is found by reasoning rules. The
analysis results will be more intelligent, more accurately restore real situations of
railway production environment (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Research framework

In order to make the risk analysis model constructed in this paper have the above
two capabilities, it is necessary to conceptualize knowledge, establish inter-concept
relationship and reasoning rules. In this paper, Sect. 3 introduces the SRAC model
(Scenario-Risk-Accident Chain). This model uses the association rule mining and
expert rules reasoning to construct a knowledge reasoning framework from the unusual
context knowledge to the risk source knowledge, so that the ontology has an initiatory
reasoning ability. It is the basis for the implementation of ontology evolution. Section 4

deﬁnes concept mapping rules and concept updating mechanism of risk ontology. This
section introduces the weight attribute of safety indicators and other knowledge such as
“track irregularity” into the original ontology. In the environment supporting ontology
evolution and heterogeneous knowledge integration, this paper constructs a new risk
evaluation method in Sect. 5. The implementation methods are based on knowledge
graph and semantic similarity. Based on the SRAC reasoning framework and the
ontology evolution algorithms, this paper tend to construct a knowledge reasoning
evolution platform (KREP) in risk reasoning domain.

2 Related Works
This paper mainly studies the risk knowledge discovery and heterogeneous knowledge
integration and interoperability under the multi-sector collaboration scenario in the
heavy haul railway domain. With the knowledge discovery and ontology as keywords,
22 strong related articles are searched and screened in the web of science. The research
of knowledge discovery is mainly divided into three categories: (1) Related techniques
and algorithms for knowledge extraction from data. (2) Research on the construction of
knowledge management and reasoning models. (3) Research on the data and knowledge interoperability in collaborative scenarios.
At the algorithm level of extracting knowledge from data, data features and
semantic relationships are the focus of the research. In the scenario of big data, in
multi-database integration environment, [1] give general algorithms and basic algorithms for different aspects of network paradox knowledge discovery. Based on rough
set theory, [2] use parallel-reduction algorithm for knowledge extraction and it is
suitable for large data sets with different roughness. In the process of constructing
enterprise knowledge graphs, the inconsistency and knowledge conflicts are solved by
[3] using the associated data paradigm algorithm. In the research of knowledge reasoning models, Ontology and Semantic Web [4] are widely used for organization the
scattered knowledge extracted by factor analysis, cluster analysis methods and difference matrix [5], such as hotspot information. In addition to traditional classiﬁcation, [6]
also explored the fuzzy representation of knowledge and rules.
For the construction of knowledge management models and reasoning models, it
involves generalized representation of knowledge and meta-model abstraction based on
business activities. Based on ontology, Petri net [7], BPMN model [8], etc., the main
research object is the deﬁnition of the rules and concept attributes in the model layer
and the relationship between the established features in the business. The knowledge
base and the feature library are continuously enriched based on existing models in the
running environment. [9] recommended investment types for investors by mining the
frequent characteristics of stock price changes, and the concept extraction is also
transferred from indicators to contextual information such as the subject of sale and the
scope of amount. The impact of context on decision-making is increasingly valued by
researchers and the real-time access to information [10]. For the information overload
problem of browsing rather than search process, [11] used social network analysis
method to analyze the edge of important knowledge map, so as to guide the important
knowledge of different user types in learning ﬁeld to achieve good results. The

knowledge management model begins to provide contextual interfaces, and the flexibility of the interface is also a problem that needs to be solved. [12] in the study of
process behavior prediction problems, established a decomposition machine model and
active k-tuples, it is easy to add known features of the process model, rather than predeﬁned hard rules. [13] also expressed the necessity to mine the generalized connection
of multi-dimensional knowledge from the uniﬁed process of preprocessing, mining and
post-processing of knowledge discovery.
For research on data and knowledge interoperability, focusing on applied research
and architectural design, [14] construct a knowledge management framework for distributed health care systems consisting of data- and knowledge-bases, it combines
patient data and the mined knowledge to enable decision making in a higher level. [15]
have emphasized the importance of interaction and iteration of the knowledge discovery
process through case studies. The complex synergy between the dynamics of business
scenarios and business objects constitutes the heterogeneity and time-varying of perceived data. In an open collaborative scenario [16], data changes will influence the
decision model [17], Research on the update mechanism of the knowledge reasoning
model is particularly important, when dealing with complex contexts, relative to the
above state for enriching knowledge base and feature databases. Some attempt to model
evolution are researched. [18] used a comprehensive flood ontology with a scalable
structure to develop a network-based emergency preparedness and response knowledge
system that embodies concepts/rules to update by establishing a number of extensible
interfaces. [19] designed a framework for the simultaneous involvement of users and
experts in the design process of geospatial data risk identiﬁcation to avoid risk about
improper use of spatial data. [20] used ontology-based weighted data normalized
transduction neural fuzzy reasoning to combine personal portraits with existing ontology to establish a personal diabetes risk model, and vice versa [21]. The individualized
modeling data of individuals on the impact of chronic disease ontology structure will be
the research focus. [22] construct an ontology that represents the temporal relationship
between semantic details and text elements in the knowledge domain, combining with
SVD technology, the strength of association rules could change with time. And [23] also
provides a good case for evolution of rules for the model.
To summarize, there are two problems remain:
• The lack of multi-heterogeneous data management makes it difﬁcult to form knowledge for decision support. It’s necessary to apply mathematical models to conceptualize heterogeneous data, especially for complex railway management scenario.
• The new concepts/rules are separated from the original knowledge structure model.
But knowledge modeling and automatically updating are necessary, especially for
the potential risk mining in continuous railway operation. New knowledge should
be integrated into the previous reasoning model to support automatic evolution.

3 Ontology Reasoning Framework
This chapter introduces the scenario-risk-accident chain (SRAC) ontology model that
was constructed in the previous period. The research domain of this paper is speciﬁed
by this ontology reasoning framework. In heavy haul railway domain, the occurrence

of major accidents is often in the form of accident chains. Different accidents in the
chain can be traced back to different risk sources. There are often multiple risk sources
with interaction in accident chains. Figure 2 is the classiﬁcation of risk factors.

Fig. 2. Concept classiﬁcation in the risk ontology

Among the risk sources, their accumulation is important implicit knowledge, e.g.
“Personnel-personal skills” and “Management-safety training” are relevant, “equipmentaging” and “Environment - extreme environment” also. Deﬁne a model to describe the
accumulation relationship is important. For the purpose of mining potential risk sources
and evaluating risk levels through context knowledge in collaborative railway accident
scenarios, we construct a SRAC model in Fig. 3. The model is obtained by the integration
of risk ontology and context ontology. The risk ontology is built following Fig. 2. In this
model, we use reasoning rules to describe the “produce”, “accumulate” among context,
risk sources, and accidents.

Fig. 3. Scenario-risk-accident chain model (top level structure)

For the relationships in the model, since the model mines potential risk sources
based on context knowledge, the “produce” relationship must be automatically derived.
And the “accumulate” shows collaborative relations among risk sources. It is constructed by expert rules, e.g. correlating risk sources occurring at the same place or at
the same time; correlating ones in frequent item sets using Apriori algorithm. The rules
and relations are important foundations for knowledge graph implementation in
Sect. 5.
In summarize, the SRAC model constructs a reasoning chain between participants’
unusual behavior/context and accident knowledge, intermediating for risk sources
which includes self-association.

4 Ontology Evolution
Within the scope of the SRAC model, research is conducted on both the risk ontology
extension and the potential accident level assessment. To archive a quantitative risk
assessment model, it is necessary to give weight for different risk factors. In this
section, this paper draws on the railway safety indicators architecture constructed by
other scholars, and analyzes its similarity and knowledge heterogeneity with the risk
ontology in this paper. Then this section deﬁnes concept mapping rules and concept
updating mechanism. This mechanism helps to add weight attribute and other
knowledge to achieve ontology evolution.
4.1

Heterogeneous Knowledge Analysis

In order to introduce weight attribute for risk evaluation, we can refer to some existing
index system and weight analysis research work. But different risk indicator system has
knowledge heterogeneity problems.
In view of the construction of a safety impact factor indicators system [24] in
Fig. 4, the relevant scholars build a three-level indicator system from the perspective of
people, equipment, environment and management. This indicator architecture is mainly
based on the universal safety theory of high-speed railway, it collects risk, fault and
accident data in railway-related operations. It builds a safety knowledge analysis table
based on some calculation such as factor reduction, conditional attribute ratio, etc.
Some key factors are calculated to compare their weights.
This paper introduces those weight attributes into SRAC from the perspective of
ontology evolution and concept updating, thus form a new method of risk assessment
in a more quantitative level.
The concept in the safety impact indicator system (Fig. 4) and the risk sources in
the accident-risk ontology (Fig. 2) are obviously heterogeneous. If the weight of the
safety impact factors is introduced into the ontology as the attribute of risk concepts, it

Fig. 4. Safety impact factor indicators architecture - a 3 level example

can indicate the impact degree on the potential accident in the knowledge reasoning
process. The prerequisite is to achieve interoperability between safety indicator
knowledge and risk source knowledge through inter-concept mapping. A necessary
process is to analyze the concept similarity of different systems. The mapping rules
between the management and personnel elements is shown in Fig. 5. By similar
concept recognition, this paper can introduce those weight attributes into SRAC from
the perspective of concept updating.
Rule 1-1. People: Sum (Railway Safety. Influence Factors. People) ! Accident
Risk Ontology. People. Characteristics.
Rule 2-1. Safety Assessment: Railway Safety. Influence Factors. Management.
Safety Assessment ! Accident Risk Ontology. Management. Safety Assessment.
Rule 2-2. Safety Training: Railway Safety. Influence Factors. Management. Safety
Training ! Accident Risk Ontology. Management. Safety Training.
Rule 2-3. Safety Rewards and Punishment: Railway Safety. Influence Factors.
Management. Rewards and Punishment ! Accident Risk Ontology. Management.
Rewards and Punishment.
Rule 2-4. Safety Supervision: Railway Safety. Influence Factors. Management.
Safety Supervision ! Accident Risk Ontology. Management. Safety Supervision.

Fig. 5. Mapping rules for different systems

4.2

Knowledge Integration

In Sect. 4.1, this paper updates the attributes of some concepts in SRAC through the
similar concept mapping. This update process does not introduce new business
knowledge. But with the progress of the railway operation business and risk control
tasks, new business knowledge is produced continuously. Based on the detection data
of the irregularity of railway tracks, this section analyzes how to integrate “track
irregularity” concepts into existing risk ontology and complete concept updating. The
track irregularity in geometry can cause the vibration of the rolling stock and the force
of the wheel-rail action, which is the source of the disturbance of the wheel-rail system.
Through analysis and prediction of the track irregularity in Fig. 6, it can effectively
grasp the trend of its state change and provide a scientiﬁc basis for the track maintenance and repair work.
Combined with the nonlinear mapping ability of the neural network, the BP neural
network can be used to predict the state of the track irregularity. The input of neural
network is a large amount of dynamic track inspection data generated by the track
detection vehicle during the inspection process, the output is some prediction values of
track parameters in next month. Through expert rules of the “track irregularity classiﬁcation standard” and “over-limit condition coding rule”, the knowledge of line
condition can be reasoned from the prediction values of track parameters.

Fig. 6. Early warning mechanism of track irregularity

In view of the new knowledge structure of “track irregularity”, this paper considers
adding it to the risk ontology, realizes a method for the automatic updating of concepts
to reduce excessive reliance on domain experts. After the risk ontology is updated, the
track irregularity concept, as a new risk source concept, join the self-learning of the
risk-related knowledge base. The other personnel, management, and environmental risk
factors associated with “track irregularity” can be mined and related, which are all
implicit knowledge.

Fig. 7. Add track irregularity to risk concepts tree

Integrating new concepts into the concept tree (risk ontology) requires calculating
the similarity between the new concept and the existing ones, and selecting the most
appropriate parent concept as an insertion position. In Fig. 7, “track irregularity” is
inserted behind the concept “track and lines”, using the semantic similarity algorithm
based on word2vec model, which has detailed introduction in Sect. 5. This method has
achieved good results on more concrete concepts and instance layers, and the addition
operation can be performed. However, this algorithm does not accurately mine speciﬁc

semantic features of abstract concepts such as “Management” because words contained
in abstract ones have strong universality. Therefore, the dynamic change of the
ontology structure still requires further model and algorithm design.

5 Implementations
The scenario-risk-accident chain ontology includes custom knowledge reasoning rules.
In order to ensure the stability and adapt to ontology reasoning ability with big data
magnitude, this paper use Neo4j graph database to support ontology construction and
knowledge reasoning process. This chapter migrates the risk knowledge base originally
represented by OWL to graph database to support efﬁcient reasoning and custom
search. This paper tends to build a knowledge reasoning evolution platform (KREP)
based on the Django framework and Python. A brief architecture is shown in Fig. 8.
Encapsulating the risk knowledge reasoning services is for decision support. The new
knowledge interface is for knowledge base updating.

Fig. 8. A brief architecture of the core of risk knowledge reasoning evolution platform

As shown in Fig. 9, after risk source entities are divided into four categories
according to personnel, equipment, management, and environment, the risk entities are
introduced into the risk knowledge base, and the n-level cascade effect relationship is
established, the cascade number is about 1 to 4 times. The Cypher query in Neo4j can
search the knowledge graph and complete some simple reasoning tasks about risk
escalation or association.
The part of knowledge graph shows the upgrade relation among risk sources. The
upgrade relation is one of the forms of “accumulate”. From this result of cypher query,
we could ﬁnd many sub-graphs that describe the potential relationships among the risk
sources. On this basis, each risk entity needs to complete the updating of the weight
attributes according to the mapping rules established in Sect. 4.1, which is implemented by Python programming. After adding weights to risk factors in the risk
knowledge graph, the risk level of potential accidents can be quantiﬁed.

Fig. 9. Part of knowledge graph about risk entities

When one risk occurs, the other risks associated with it can be extracted according
to the association mining algorithm, which is equivalent to extracting a directed subgraph from the knowledge graph shown in Fig. 9. The risk source contained in the
subgraph could infer a potential accident based on the SRAC model. The problem level
prediction for the potential accident is transformed into the problem of maximum flow
for graph with multiple source/multiple sinks. The value of the maximum flow is the
predicted value of the level of the potential accident.

Fig. 10. Equivalent flow problem of potential accident level prediction

The left side of Fig. 10 represents the risk subgraph consisting of risk (node) and
risk associations (edge). To measure the maximum level of potential accidents in this
subgraph, that is, to ﬁnd the maximum flow in the graph. This paper deﬁnes the
weights as Wi, which are calculated using the rough set from Fig. 4. The similarity
between the
Prisk nodes is deﬁned as Ei. The purpose is to ﬁnd the link in the graph that
can make |Si + Ei| the largest. Since the subgraph extracted from the risk knowledge

map may have multiple source points S and multiple sink points T, the problem can be
transformed into a single source/single sink problem on the right side of Fig. 10,
thereby turning the problem into a classic maximum flow problem in Graph theory. Let
the W vector in the graph be (0.3, 0.2, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.2), and the E vector be (0.2,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2), then the link corresponding to the largest stream in the risk graph is
(w1, w4, w5), the reference value of the potential accident level is 1.1. To evaluate the
risk level and integrate new knowledge to the original ontology both needs the value of
concept similarity and entity similarity. For an appropriate model, we use word2vec
model to evaluate similarity values in Table 1.
Table 1. Examples of similarity with “track irregularity”
ID
1
2
3
4
5

Entity/concept name
Track and lines
Interruption on lines
Wrong operation by workers
People’s weak business ability
……

Similarity (“track irregularity”)
0.61
0.43
0.18
0.02
……

We select the 10-year heavy haul railway accident analysis reports in 2006–2016
for training. These reports are prepared for the corpus. The training results of word2vec
(word embedding) - word vectors, is a good way to measure the similarity between the
words. But the form of risk source is usually phrases or sentences. In this paper, we use
the word segmentation tools to transform the sentences into word sequence vectors.
After that, this paper calculates the similarity between the word sequence of the target
concept and the sequence of the original concepts. Then the result is the concept
similarity. The process of integrating new risk knowledge with original risk concept
tree is equivalent to ﬁnd an appropriate subclass for a new risk entity. we consider the
conceptual similarity and attribute similarity to evaluate the similarity of two knowledge nodes in graph database. For it involves the similarity comparison of texts.
Therefore, this task requires corpus training in special scenarios, the quality of corpus
and word segmentation has a great influence on the results.

6 Conclusion
In the Scenario-Risk-Accident chain framework, this paper uses ontology and
knowledge graph to formalize accident cause mechanisms in collaboration scenarios.
This paper discusses attribute and concept updating with multi-dimensional heterogeneous risk knowledge in heavy haul railway accident-handling collaboration processes. We establish a risk ontology evolution mechanism using conceptual semantics.
By introducing weight attribute of risks, a maximum link search of knowledge graph is
completed on risk relevance basis. A new quantitative evaluation method of potential
accident level is proposed. There are two parts of future work:

• Ontology updating method based on semantic similarity has achieved good results
on entity sets. However, due to the abstraction of ontology concepts, similar features between concepts are difﬁcult to extract through semantics, which still needs
artiﬁcial participation. Therefore, the model for extracting more detailed features to
support automatic updates of ontology concepts will be the focus of future research.
• The ontology evolution mechanism is for adding elements, but does not involve
reconstruction of the ontology structure. In order to enhance the flexibility of the
ontology, it is necessary to do fuzziﬁcation on the ontology concept deﬁnition and
set fuzzy reasoning rules. Thereby the adaptability to complex collaborative scenarios could be enhanced.
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